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The 1~/easurement and Reiiforcemcnt 
of Behavior of Psychotics 1 

.T. A l'LLON and N. H. AZRIN 
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220 The Token Economy 

Recent research has pointed to the usc of operant c.onditioning 
principles to develop voluntary beh:lViors of humans (Sicmncr, 1954; 
Lindsley, 1956; Holland, 1958; Long, Ham~:ond, May, and Camp
bell, 1958; Ellis, Burnett, and Pryer, 1960; 13t)OU a~td Orlando, '.961; 
Ferstcr and De~lyer, 1961; Hutchinson and Aznn, 196.1; vV~tr~cr, 
1962; Holz, Azrin, and Ayllon, 1963). ivlost of r.he practtc~\ chmcal 
applications have been ch:mtctcrized by attcntton to a .smglc re
sponse, use of a single reinforcing stimulus, sh~rt and mfr~qu~nt 
sessions, implementation by a trained psycholog.tst, and apphcatt?n 
tO a single patient at one rime (Flanagan, Goldtamond, and Azrm, 
1958; Ayllon and Michael, 1959; Williams, 1959; Isaacs, Thomas, and 
Goldiamond, 196o; 13rady and Lind, 196 1; Barrett, 1962; Bacr, ~9~1; 
Ayllon, 1963; Wolf, Risley, and ,'vtees, 1964) . These char~c~cn~ncs 
possess inherent limitations in solving clini.cn~ p:oblems. Lum.tattons 
of time and expense arc less se:rious than ltmttanons of effe~tlvencss 
that may result from employing only a single type of :cmforcer 
during infrequent and brief sessions. Possibl_Y t~te most tmportnnt 
limitation fo r a general technology of behavtor tS the lack ?f smn
dardization when scarce professiOnal personnel arc reqUired to 
record behavior, devise procedures and interpret results, all accord
ing to criteria that may be subjective :m.d idiosyncratic .. 

The present study attempted ro remforce many kmds of behav
ior in mental patients with many kinds of reinforcers. lt used a 
standardized procedure requiring only nonprofessio~al perso~mel 
and covered a large number of patients for long penods of ttme. 
This was done in a controlled setting such as chat usc ~,. by Ayllon 
nnd Haughton (196 2) and Ay11on and Az.rin (1964). 

METHODOLOGY 

Selecting and Defining the Response 

R esponses w ere chosen which. were necessary or ~tseful co the 
patient, e.g., serving meals, c\eanmg ~oo:s, and sorttng lnundry. 
Some of these are hard to measure obJccttvely . For example, con
timJous recording of all conversation by all patients is impractical. 
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Behaviors that produce a fairly permanent, physically identifiable 
change in environment, e.g., washing dishes, mopping floors, and 
serving meals can, however, be defined. The net result of wnshing 
dishes is obviously the clcanJiness of the dishes. Conversation among 
patients washing dishes may ue necessary co the task, bur the end 
produce of this communication would be the response to be re
corded. To record the selected respon~es, the environment was 
arranged so that they could be emitted only at a designated rime and 
place. For example, a mop would be made available only at a speci
fied hour of the day and for a specified duration. Even though 
continuous recording is impractical, some responses that can be 
perfor med at any time, e.g., self-grooming, should be measured 
continuously. According co the principle of scimulus control, a 
response is most likely to occur at the anticipated or usual time and 
place of reinforcement of that response ( Fer~rcr and Skinnl!r, 1957). 
The procedure adopted for such behaviors as self-grooming was ro 
reinforce the response at a specified time nnd place and to measure 
the response concurrently with the reinfon:ement procedure. In this 
way, if the reinforcement procedure was effective, the record of the 
response would be obtained at the time and place the response was 
most likely to occur. 

Selecting and Defining the Reinforcer 

Only those reinforcing stimuli which could be specified objec
tively and consistently were selected. An example of this rype of 
reinforcer would be a change of sleeping quarters for the patient. 
Existing reinforcers were preferred over rein ( orcers thar were not 
part of the naturalistic context. Effectiveness was the mosr impor
tant consideration in selecting reinforcers. 

O ne of the primary characteristics of psychotic patients is the 
apparent absence of any effective reinforcers for them. No n priori 
decisions were made about what should be an effective rei nforcer. 
Instead, patients' behavior was used to discover reinforcers. \Vh:tt 
the patients did, or tried to do, w:1s observed throughout the day 
when no outside pressures were present. For example, patients 
might continuously hoard various items under their mattresses, stay 
at the exit to the ward and try co le:wc, frequcnrly request speci:1l 
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222 T!Je Token Economy 

interviews with the social worker or ward psychologist, or push 

their way into rhe cafeteria in order to cat before th<' 1\ers. 

The general principle expressed by Premack ( 1959) that any 

behavior with a high frequency of occurrence can be used as a 

reinforcer has been verified in nlmost nil operant conditioning 

studies, cspeci~11ly those involving chained schedules (Kelleher and 

Gollub, 1962) . 1 n accordance with this, behaviors of high natural 

frequency were arranged as reinforcers by nllowing the patients to 

engnge in them nt a scheduled time. 

The procedure for recording delivery of reinforcers was simi

lar to that for recording responses. Reinforcers were delivered only 

at specified times and pluccs, and only those that produced enduring 

changes in the environment were selected, e.g., the opportunity to 

leave the ward for a \\'alk. The occurrence of such a reinforcer 

could be easily measured in terms of the presence or absence o f the 

parient on the ward. 

Programming 

Operant conditioning methodology requires delivery of the 

reinforcing stimulus immedintely after the response. If the response 

is operating a dishwasher, ancl the reinforcer is a speci:tl interview 

with the psychologist, delivery of the rein forcer after the response 

would require that the psychologist be continuously available, a 

clearly impractical requiremem. A conditioned reinforcer was 

therefore used to bridge the delay between response and reinforce

menr. It has already been demonstrated, e.g., Kelleher ( 1957 ), that a 

conditioned stimulus can be used co reinforce behavior when it 

follows the response. The reinforcing stimulus need only be 

exchangeable later for the conditioned reinforcer. Special metal 

tokens were used as conditioned reinforcers. T heir unique physical 

characteristics guaranteed that they could not be obtained outside 

the ward. \Vhen the selected response was performed, the attend:ll\t 

gave the token co the patient. T he token could be exch:mged Iacer 

during the day or even on subsequent days or weeks for the rein

forcing events. Credits, points, merits, money, etc., could have ful

filled the same function. 
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£)..'PERIMENTAL EVALUATION 

A. Experimental Design 

After 18 months of preliminary development, six experiments 

were conducted co determine the effectiveness of che rein forcement 

procedure in maintaining the desired behavior. T he behavior studied 

was the performance of work which paticnrs could select from a 
posted }jst of jobs. 

The first experiment studied the influence of the reinforcement 

procedure on the patient's choice of jobs from among chose within 

the hospitnl but outside the ward. The second experiment studied 

the :tbsolute level of performance on these jobs. The third was 

similar ro the second, bur studied perform:1nce of jobs on the ward. 

In Exp. IV, the relationship between the token reinforcers and the 

other reinforcers was discontinued. The fifth experiment studied 

the choice of on-ward jobs. Experiment VI studied the effect of the 

reinforcement procedure and of stafF interaction on choice of off
ward jobs. 

All experiments followed the A-B-A experimental design in 

which euch subject served as its own control. This eliminated the 

need to compare patients, and made ir possible co rake any sponta

neous changes imo accoum. During each experin1enr, the regular 

incidental activities of the ward were mainrainccl. No change in 

medication, especially tranquilizers, was initiated, no patients were 

added or discha1·gcd, and no change was made in the ward staff. 

This type of research holds several potencial sources of variabil

ity. One is the interaction between patients and general hospital 

sraff. These inAuenccs were minimized because the chronic nawre 

of the patients' illness discouraged v:1rious hospital services from 

including them in activities. Another source of variability is the 

interaction between patients and their relatives o r friends. This w:~s 

of little or no consequence in this study because such visits averaged 

fewer than three per yea r for each patient. 

Possible influence of the investigators wns minimized uy 
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implementing the reinforcement procedur~ thro.ugh att~ndants who 
functioned in a standardized manner. Dtrect mteracoon between 
patients and investigatOrs was held to a minimum and consisted 
primarily of observation. 

Preliminary Experiments 

Procedures were first tested and revised during a period of I 8 
months. Definitive evaluation of the method was provided in the six 

experiments after this period. . 
Ward Settiug. As shown in Figure 1, the ward contruned ~ve 

dormitories, a dining room, a recreation room or day room whtch 
adjoined the dining room, a nurse's station, ward. ~ffices for the 
registered nurse and the psychologist, and an examuung ro.or_n: . 

Special Equip'mem. T o enable the staff to observe acov~oes. m 
the dining room, day room, corridors, and in one of th~ domutones, 
one-way mirrors were placed in three of the rooms. Mtcrophones at 
several locations permitted monitoring by the staff. The~ were used 
only during the first 18 months. Two movable turnmles ~S~per 
Kompak Coinpassor J\ilodel #67) regulated entrance an~ extt mto 
specified areas. The turnstiles were operated by the previOusly de
scribed tokens. The recreation room had a token-operated TV set. 
Insertion of one token turned the set on for 15 min. 

Staff. The ward staff included a physician, a nurse, a psychol
ogist, and the attendants. In addido~ ~o he~ medkal duties, .the nurse 
supervised implementation and admtrustraoon of the behavtoral pro
cedures. The attendants carried out the behavJoral procedures under 
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Figure 1 Experimental Ward Floor Plan 
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the direction of the psychologist and nurse in accordance with 
verbal and written instructions. An average of tw:o attend:mrs 
worked the day shift (6:30 a.m.-3:oo p.m.) and afternoon shift 
( 2:30 p.rn.-1 t :oo p.m.). One attendant served the n~ght shift ( 11 :oo 
p.m.-7:00a.m.). 

Patiems. Ward population varied from 43 to 45 female menml 
patients. Patients not receiving therapy (except for tranquilizers) 
and who did not have hospital wor'lc assignments were selected. 
Therapy is meant to comprise individual, group, occupational, 
counseling, rehabilitation, recreational, industdal, shock, insulin, and 
metrazol ther:tpy. These restrictions resulted in the selection of pa
tients that had been hospitalized for long durations. A secondary 
criterion excluded any debilitating medical condition which might 
rec1uire periodic confinement to the medical wards. 

B. Reinforcement: Procedure 

Table A-1 describes the types of reinforcers and the number of 
tokens required for each. The available reinforcers are grouped in six 
main categories: privacy, leave from the ward, social interaction 
with staff, devotional opportunities, recreational opportunities, and 
commissary items. 

The privacy reinforcers included five types of items or events 
that increase or restrict contact with ocher patients. ( 1) Choice of 
bedroom. Appr9ximately 7-11 patients were in each of the bed
rooms at different times. Each patient could daily choose a bed
room, and, indirectly, "her roomm:u:es, by exchanging the appro
priate number of tokens. The requjrement was four tokens for one 
room, eight for another, 1 5 for a third, and 30 for still another. The 
fifth bedroom did not require tokens. Typically,, patients who did 
not select bedrooms were placed in the free 1·oom. ( 2) Choice of 
eating group. The four eating groups for each meal had 5-15 pa
tients in each at different times. All patients who did not select nn 
eating group ate in the last group. ( 3) Choice of a jJersonal cabinet. 
Ench patient could secure daily a locked cabinet in which to store 
her belongings. (4) C!Joice qf a personal chair. In securing a chair 
and keeping it in her bedroom, each patient avoided sharing rhc 
chair or having it appropriated by other patients. (5) Choice of a 
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Table A-1 

List of Reinforcers Available for Tokens 

No. of 
tokens daily 

I. Privacy 
Selection of room 1 o 
Selection of room 1 4 
Selection of room 3 8 
Selection of room 4 •s 
Selection of room s 30 
Personal chair 
Choice of eating 
group 
Screen (room 
divider) 
Choice of bedspreads 
Coat rack 
Personal cabinet 1 
Placebo 1-1 

Tokens 

II. Leave from the ward 
1o-min walk on hos
pital grounds (with 
escort) 1 

3o-min grounds pass 
( 3 tokens for each 
additional 30 min) 10 
Trip to town (with 
escort) too 

Ill. Social interaction with 
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staff 
Private audience with 
chaplain, nurse s min free 
Private audience with 
ward staff, ward phy-
sician (for additional 
time-• token per min) s min free 
Private audience with 
ward psychologist 10 
Private audience with 
social worker 100 

Tokens 

IV. Devotional opportUnities __ _ 

Extra religious services 
onward 
Extra religious services 
offward 10 

V. Recreational oppor-
tunities 

Movie on ward 
Opportunity to listen 
to a live band 
Exclusive u~·· ,,f a radio 
Television ~ •. uuicc of 
program) 3 

VI. Commissary items 
Consumable items such 
as candy, milk, ciga
rettes, coffee, and sand-
wich r-s 
Toilet articles such as 
Kleenex, toothpaste, 
comb, lipstick, and 
talcum powder 1-10 

Clothing and accesso-
ries such as gloves, 
headscarf, house slip-
pers, handbag, and 
skirt 11-400 

Reading and writing 
materials such as sta-
tionery, pen, greeting 
card, newspaper, and 
magazine z-s 
Miscellaneous items 
such as ashtray, thl'oW 
rug, potted plant, pic-
rure holder, and 
stuffed animal •-so 
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room divider. A screen or room divider was typically used to shield 

the patient's bed and immediate space from view of other patients. 

Reinforcers in the second category gave the patient the oppor

tunity to leave the ward with or without an escort. When the 

pa.tient chose to leave the ward with an escort, her stay was limited. 

·when she chose to leave unescorted, she could extend her stay by 

exchanging tokens for a corresponding number of minutes. A 

greater number of tokens permitted visiting the neighboring town 

with an escort for approximately 1 hr. 
Reinforcers in the third category enabled the patient to secure 

a private audience with a member of the hospital staff. A ro-min 

private meeting could be extended by exchanging tokens for: any 

additional time desired. No tokens were required for the first 5 min 

of social interaction with the ward physician, nurse, and hospital 

chaplain. This unrestricted access was designed to safeguard patient 

health and well-being. 
The fourth category allowed the patient to take active part in 

religious services of her choice. Access to the weekly religious ser

vice, conducted on the ward by the hospital chaplain, was gained 

through a token-operated turnstile. Religious services off the ward 

were also available to patients through token exchange. 

The fifth category included events and items which allowed the 

patient to relax in leisure, such as the opportunity to attend movies 

shown on the ward, to listen to a live band, and to have the exclusive 

use of a radio or a television set. Hospital-wide activities, such as 

dances, were also available through the exchange of tokens. 

The sixth category of reinforcers consisted of personal belong

ings, including consumable items, extra clothing and grooming ac

cessories, reading and writing materials, and a choice of items by 

special request. Among the items requested were stuffed animals, 

potted plants, a bird cage, a parakeet, and a watch. 

C. Token Exchange 

Patients could exchange tokens to secure the reinforcement at 

the commissary and at the nurse's station. Most of the token ex

change took place at the commissary. Three times each day (9: 30 

a.m., 2:00 p.m., 8:3o p.m.), a commissary period was held in the 
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ward dining room. Transactions could be made only during these 

periods of approximately 45 min. The morning cotmnissary pro

vided only edible and consumable items such as coffee, mille, ciga

rettes, and newspapers and magazines. The afternoon and evening 

commissary provided the entire range of items. 

To obtain items from tl1e commissary, a patient deposited a 

token in the turnstile, waited her turn in line, and requested desired 

items. Under the immediate supervision of an attendant, two pa

tients operated the commissary. One patient made the proper ex

changes of tokens and goods, the ocher recorded the transaction. 

Patients could obtain as many items as they had tokens for and 

could make as many trips to the exch:mge counter as they wished. 

At the end of the commissary period, the patients who operated the 

commissary tabulated the number and types of items dispensed and 

the number of tokens exchanged by each patient. This record was 

presented to the arcend:mt, who in turn checked it against her own 

record. Doth records were filed to allow cross-checking. 

Transactions at the nurse's station concerned renewal of all 

those items classified as privacy and leave from the ward, and ap

pointments were made tO engage in social interaction. An attendant 

recorded the transaction and the time and name of the individual 

involved. 

EXPERIMENT I 

This studied the relationship of the ward reinforcement pro

cedure to the performance of patients on off-ward assignments. In 

.any mental hospital, patients do accept job assignments without nny 

apparent extrinsic reinforcement ocher than that deriving from 

some intangible job satisfncrion. It is thus unwarranted to conclude 

that the reinforcement procedure was responsible for maintaining 

the patients' performance solely from t he evidence that the per

form:.tncc occurred and was followed by reinforcement with tokens. 

For example, when asked why they were working at a particular 

assignment, patients frequently respond in terms of the attrac

tiveness of the job location, the "nice" people with whom they 
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worked, the satisfying nature of the work itself, or the personal 

satisfaction derived from being of general benefit to the hospital. lt 

seems reasonnl.>lc to assume that these uncontrolled reinforcers were 

acting on the patient. This experiment sought to determine if the 

uncontrolled reinforcers were responsible for job selection. If the 

ward reinforcement procedure exerted no greater control than the 

uncontrolled reinforcers, eliminating the reinforcement should 

make little difference to job selection. On the ocher hand, if the 

ward reinforcement procedure was imporcam, removing the rein

forcement · should be expected to change job selection. The speed 

and extent to which patients changed jobs when the reinforcement 

procedure was changed should provide an index of the strength of 

the controlled reinforcement relative to the uncontrolled. 

Patients 

Age, duration of hospitalization, diagnosis, and medication of 

the eight patients studied arc presented in T nl.>le A-2. Five were 

classified as schizophrenic, and three ns mental defective. Their 

mean age was 47 with a range of 33 to 72. The mean duration of 

continuous hospitalization was nine years. Five were receiving no 

tranquilizers and three were on a maintenance dosage of phenothi

azine derivatives. 

Response 

The response consisted of rhe performance of off-ward · work 

assignments. Tnble A-3 shows the types :md numbers of jobs ns well 

as the approximate duration of each and the tokens available per job. 

Patients were eligible for these jobs upon request. E:~ch job typi

cally required 6 hr of work daily, five days a week, under concli

tions similar to regular outside employment. Each had n definite 

starting and quitting time, was performed under supervision, and 

involved duties that were indispensable for the day-eo-day func

tioning of the hospital. Equivnlenc duties were being performed by 

paid hospital personnel with whom the patient worked. 
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Table A-2 

Age, Years of Hospitalization, Diagnosis and 
Drugs for the Eight Patients Studied 

in Experiment I 

Years of 
hospital- Tranquilizing 

Subject Age ization Diagnosis drugs 
S-r 6o s schizophrenic reaction, hebe- none 

phrenic type 
S-1 33 6 mental defective, moderate phenothiazine 

derivative 
S-3 41 l mental defective, moderate none 
S-4 37 6 schizophrenic reaction, phenothiazine 

chronic undifferentiated derivative 
type 

S-s 72 8 schizophrenic reaction, para- phenothiazine 
noid type derivative 

S-6 37 8 schizophrenic reaction, none 
chronic undifferentiated 
type 

S-7 44 12 mental defective, moderate none 
S-8 ss 29 schizophrenic reaction, hebe- none 

phrenic type 

Mean Age: 47 Range: 33-72 years 
Mean y.:ars of hospitalization: 9 Range: 2-29 

A printed list of jobs containing a work description and the 
tokens available at its completion was shown to pari .s each week. 
At that time the patient selected a job by contacting the nurse and 
volunteering for the desired job. The final assignment of jobs was 
regulated by the supply and demand of volunteers for specific posi
tions. During the initial period of preliminary development, it was 
found helpful to rotate jobs weekly so that each patient had the 
opportunity to become familiar with the different jobs. 

''.';P~it\'!MMII.Mti;:::tlli?Hif! ..... ~•~--mz;.::x. 
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Table A-3 

Types and Number of Off-Ward Jobs 

Tokens 
Number paid for 

Types of jobs of jobs Duration each job 
Dietary worker 6 hr daily 70 

Helps serve meals for 85 patients and 
cleans tables after meals. 

Clerical 2 6 hr daily 70 
Types and answers the telephone. Calls 
hospital personnel to the telephone. 

Laboratory 1 6 hr daily 70 
Cleans cage pans, fills water bottles 
and cleans floor in laboratory. 

Laundry 3 6 hr daily 70 
Helps to run sheets, pillow cases and 
towels through mangle at hospital 
laundry. Also folds linens. 

Procedure 

The automatic job rotation was discontinued for the duration 
of Exp. I. The patient could engage in a preferred job in contrast to 
a non-preferred job. Reinforcement was withdrawn from the pre
ferred job and scheduled for the non-preferred job. The basic de
sign was as follows: 

Phase I 
Phase II· 
Phase III 

Preferred 
job 

reinforcement 
extinction 

reinforcement 

N 011-pre{erred 
job 

extinction 
reinforcement 

extinction 
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comments showed the strength of the token reinforcement relative 
to any uncontrolled reinforcement. 

S-5 said to the attendant: "Doctor --- needs me and I told 
him I'd do his typing next week, so I'll keep my work. I can live 
without tokens." This indication of the strength of the uncontrolled 
reinforcement was followed by a verbal indication of the ultimately 
greater strength of the token reinforcement on the 21st day when 
the patient selected the reinforced job assignment and simulta
neously stated to the attendant: "I have finished the work that I 
promised to do for Doctor . I need the tokens and 1 don't 
mind working for you, but when I make a promise, I keep it." 

Table A-4 

Amount of Tokens Exchanged by the Eight Patients Who 
\Vorked in Off-\Vard Jobs (Experiment I) 

Social Recrca-
Leave inter- Devotional tiona! 
(rom action opportu- opportu- Com-

Subject Privacy ward with staff niries nities missary Total 
s.. 1824 617 20 0 8 69• )100 
S-z 841 sss 0 0 3 311)6 4599 
S-) 1716 ~z 0 0 0 to&) 3417 
S-4 '794 514 0 0 0 4 17 zns 
S-s 1789 )OJ 0 4 0 108 1204 
S-6 178 IZS) 0 0 0 5U 105) 
S-7 lOll S45 10 I s lOS) 16)7 
S-8 1554 489 0 0 3 699 1745 

Total 10,818 4·931 30 5 '9 1·757 13,56o 
Mean •·351.25 616.37 3-15 .61 1.37 969.61 1,945-00 

Note:-Based on 41 days including 30 workdays plus weekends. 

Table A-4 shows that a large number of tokens was expended 
by each of the eight patients during the 42-day period, 

Discussion 

The off-ward jobs were performed consistently. All eight pa
tients reported promptly each day for 30 days. Their performance 
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produced no complaints from the supervising employees. No re
quests were made for a day off or for time off for any reason. This 
contrasts markedly with the usually erratic and inconsistent per
formance of patients who voluntarily engage in hospital duties. The 
patients' verbal statements gave no indication that they were operat
ing under coercion. They appeared to value their job assignments. 
Although the patients could at any time be free of their joh assign
ment simply by not requesting it at the beginning of the day, no 
patient did so. The tokens fulfilled their intended function as media
tor between the response and the reinforcement. 

. Preferences for one type of reinforcement over another were 
highly personal. A large number of events proved to be reinforcing. 

The critical test of whether the tokens were conditioned rein
forcers occurred when they were no longer provided for the pre
ferred job but were for the non-preferred job. The immediate shift 
in performance of seven of the eight parients to rhe non-preferred 
job is dramatic evidence of the reinforcing properties of the tokens. 
The return to the preferred job when tokens were again available 
for it further confirms their effectiveness. The uncontrolled rein
forcers provided hy the preferred job assignmem played a very 
slight role relative to the token reinforcers. Only one patient failed 
to change jobs immediately when the token reinforcement was 
changed from the preferred to the non-preferred job. For this pa
tient, some uncontrolled reinforcement in the job assignment 
seemed to be evident. The verbal reactions of the patients paralleled 
their choice of assignment in indicating the strength of the token 
reinforcement, The results indicate, therefore, that the effect of 
token reinforcement was greater and more enduring than any un
controlled reinforcement provided by a particular job assignment. 

EXPERIMENT II 

Experiment I demonstrated that the token reinforcement pro
cedure detem1ined patients' job choices and overcame any uncon
trolled reinforcement inherent it1 a particular job. The possibility 
still existed that work was intrinsically reinforcing per se and that 
the reinforcement procedure affected only the selection of jobs. 
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Patients' statements that they are working because they like to keep 
active, that they like to contribute something to the hospital, or that 
"It's not good to be doing nothing" support this possibility. This 
experiment examined whether patients would cease working when 
the token reinforcement was discontinued for that work. 

Discontinuing the token reinforcement for the job would, 
however, also terminate the patient-attendant interaction associated 
with obtaining the token. The experimental design selected, there
fore, continued the attendant-patient interaction. The patients were 
given the usual number of tokens each day by the same attendant. 
The major difference was that tolcens were given at the beginning 
of the day, before the job, rather than at the end of the day when 
the job was completed. Thus, the procedure involved non
contingent reinforcement rather than extinction. 

Controlled laboratory studies (Skinner, 1938) have demon
strated that behavior that has been immediately reinforced will de
cline to a near zero level when the reinforcement is delivered on a 
non-contingent basis. This alters only the temporal dimensions of 
the response-reinforcement relationship while keeping constant the 
magnitude and frequency of reinforcement. It made it possible to 
evaluate the efficacy of the reinforcement without altt:. .g the com
plex patterns of behavior developed by the patients in utilizing the 
tokens. 

Patients 

The same eight patients used in E.'~P I (see Table A-2) were 
studied. 

Response 

The response was the same as in Exp 1: choice of off· ward job 
assignment. After Exp I, the automatic job rotation procedure was 
reinstated for approximately one and one-half months. For the dura
tion of Exp II, only a single job opportunity was made available to 
each of the eight patients: the job spontaneously selected by the 
patient during Exp I, i.e., the preferred job. 
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Procedure 
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Experiment II lasted 15 days. For the first five days, Phase I, 70 
tokens were presented to the patient by the attendant when each 
day's job assignment was satisfactorily completed. For the next five 
clays, Phase II, the same number of tokens was presented to the 
patient by the same attendant but before the patient left the ward 
for the job assignment. On the first day of Phase II, the attendant 
gave each p;ttient the following instructions: 

This weclc you are going to receive the usual 70 tol<cns before you go to 
work. In a ~ense, you will be getting a vacation with pay. You'll get your 
tokens daily even if you don't work. Of course, we're pleased with your 
work and would like you to continue working. 

During this first day, several patients asked if they would receive 
extra tokens if they did work. Consequently, the instructions on 
subsequent days of Phase II contained the added statement that 
"you will not get extra tokens for working." On Days 11-15, the 
procedure of Phase I was reinstated. On each day of Phase Ill, the 
attendant stated to the patient: 

The vacation with pay is over. From now on, you'll receive the usual 70 

colcens after you've completed the job. 

Results 

During Phase I, when reinforcement \\'as contingent upon per
formance, each patient completed the required 6 hr of work per day 
without lost time. On the sixth day, when reinforcement was no 
longer contingent upon performance, all patients stopped working. 
No work was done during the five days of Phase II. 

The patients' comments when the non-contingent reinforce
ment started were : S-1: "You think I'm crazy to work without 
extra pay!" S-3: "I'll take the vacation. I can rest and get paid too. 
How nice." S-6: "Oh boy! Now I can go out on my grounds pass 
every day." 
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When reinforcement was again made contingent upon per

formance (Phase Til), the patients immediately began to work the 

full 6-hr day. The number of hours per day for each patient 

changed abruptly from o.o hr on Day to to 6.o hr on Days 11-15. 

Some of the comments of the patients on Day 11 were: S-s: "vVell, I 

enjoyed my vacation, but J'm ready to go back to work. I like . to 

keep busy.'' S-6: "The vacation was nice, but I'll go to work. l need 

the tokens. I can go out on my grounds pass after work." S-7: "vVill 

we get another vacation next year?" 

Discussion 

Little or no intrinsic reinforcement for work per se existed in 

the absence of the token reinforcement. Even for the one patient 

who state~ that she liked to keep busy, this subjective tendency did 

not show m any performance during non-contingent rein forcement:. 

It muse be concluded, therefore, that the token reinforcement ex

erted almost complete conrrol over whether a patient worked. 

The absence of performance during non-contingent reinforce

m~nt appears to l~e at~ributable to the change in the rcsponse

remforcement relanonshtp: the ward procedure remained the s:Hne in 

all essential aspects. The absolute level of patients' performance can be 

drastically modified by arranging the token reinforcement pro

cedure contiogenr upon performance. 

EXPERIMENT III 

Experiments 1 and II revealed that token rein forcement deter

mi~ed bot!~ the selection and performance of off-ward assignments. 

This expenment attempted to evaluate the effect of the token rein

forcement in maintaining the 011-ward activities of patients. 

Several factors might have made off-ward assignments more 

sensitive co token reinforcement, e.g., che maQ11itude of the response 
• b 

regurrement. The off-ward assignments consisted of 6 hr of work 

per day; on-ward assignments were usually less than 1 hr. further, 
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che small number of tokens (usually fewer than 10) earned for any 

given on-ward. assignment might not have had as much effect as the 

70 tokens paid for off-ward assignments. A third factor is the appar

ently greater adjusnnenc of the patients engaging in off-ward assign

ments. These patients, on gross observation, appeared to be more 

verbal, in greater social contact with their environment, and more 

adaptive to changing circumstances. On the other band, even casual 

contact with most of the other patients usu:~lly revealed extensive 

behavioral deficits in both verbal performance :1nd social adjust

ment. These less-adjusted patients might, therefore, be much less 

sensitive to the presence or absence of reinforcement th:1n the 

apparently more-adjusted patients on off-ward nssignments. ln par

ticular, the reduced level of patients' verbal behavior suggests that 

they might be less amenable to veru:~l instructiot;~s when the rein

forcement contingencies were Leing nltcrcd. 

The e:x-pcrimental design was similnr to -chat used in Exp II in 

that the response-reinforcement rebtionship was maintnined for a 

time, chen removed, then reinstated. The efT cct of the reinforce

ment could be evaluated by comparing the on-ward work behavior 

of the patients when the response-reinforcement relationship was 

maintained ·with the time during which the response-reinforcement 

relationship was eliminated. As in Exp ll, rein forcement wns main

tained but was delivered before instend of a fccr job nssignmenrs 

were performed. 

Subjects 

The entire ward population of 44 patients served, including the 

eight patients from Exp 1 who were eligible for on-ward work on 

weekends and evenings. As shown in Table A-s. the last diagnosis 

entered in the hospiraJ records showed 37 schizophrenics, six mental 

defectives, and one patient suffering from chronic brain syndrome. 

The mean age was 5 r yea rs, with a range of 24-74. The mean length 

for continuous hospitaliz:~tion was 16 years, with a range of 1-37. 

No tranquilizers were given to 27 of the 44 subjects during the 

investigation. A maintenance dosage of phenothiazine derivatives· 

were administered to the other 17 . 
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Table A-s Table A-s (continued) 

Age, Years of Hospitalization, Diagnosis and Drugs Years of 
for the 44 Patients Studied in Experiment Ill hospital- Tranquilizing 

Years of Subject Age ization Diagnosis drugs 

hospital- Tranquilizing S-17 45 10 mental defective, severe with 
Subject Age ization Diagnosis drugs 

none 
psychotic reaction 

S-t 6o 5 schizophrenic reaction, hebe- none S-18 55 25 schizophrenic reaction, para- none 

phrenic type noid type 

S-2 33 6 mental defective, moderate phenothiazine S-19 so 13 schizophrenic reaction, para- none 

derivative noid type 

S-3 42 2 mental defective, moderate none S-zo 74 37 schizophrenic reaction, none 

S-4 37 6 schizophrenic reaction, phenothiazine chronic undiffercnriared 

chronic undifferentiated derivative type 

type S-u 31 9 schizophrenic reaction, phenothiazine 

S-s 72 8 schizophrenic reaction, para- phenothiazine chronic undifferentiated derivative 

noid type derivative type 

S-6 37 8 schizophrenic reaction, none S-u 59 4 schizophrenic reaction, none 

chronic undifferentiated chronic undifferentiated 

type type 

S-7 44 11 mental defective, moderate none S-23 41 u schizophrenic reaction, hebe- phenothiazine 

S-8 S5 29 schizophrenic reaction, hebe- none phrenic type derivative 

phrenic type S-z4 24 10 schizophrenic reaction, phenothiazine 

S-9 6s 11 schizophrenic reaction, para- none chronic undifferentiated derivative 

noid type type 

S-10 48 17 schizophrenic reaction, cata- phenothiazine S-25 37 19 schizophrenic reaction, hebe- phenothiazine 

tonic type derivative phrenic type derivative 

S-11 7' t8 schizophrenic reaction, para- none S-z6 6t 13 schizophrenic reaction, para- nunc 

noid type noid type 

S-u 36 '3 manic depressive psychosis, phenothiazine S-Z7 44 8 schizophrenic reaction, phenothiazine 

mixed type derivative chronic undifferentiated derivative 

S-r3 s6 schizophrenic reaction, para- none type 

noid type S-28 sa 12 schizophrenic reaction, para- phenothiazine 

S-14 ss 7 schizophrenic reaction, none noid type derivative 

mixed type S-29 59 19 psychosis with syphilitic none 

S-•s 7' %7 schizophrenic reaction, hebe- none mcningo encephalitis 

phrenic type S-3o 4% '5 schizophrenic reaction, phenothiazine 

S-t6 35 II schizophrenic reaction, none mixed type derivative 

chronic undifferentiated 
type 
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Table A-s (continued) 

Age, Years of Hospitalization, Diagnosis and Drugs 
for the 44 Patients Studied in Experiment III 

Years of 
hospital- Tranquilizing 

Subject Age ization Diagnosis drugs 
---

S-31 H 13 schizophrenic reaction, phenothiazine 
chronic undifferentiated derivative 
type 

S-31 46 t6 schizophrenic reaction, para- ,•henothiazine 
noid type derivative 

s-n 39 7.0 schizophrenic reaction, hebe- phenothia7.ine 
phrenic type derivative 

S-34 47 8 schizophrenic reaction, para- phenothiazine 
noid type derivative 

S-JS 61 19 schizophrenic reaction, cata- none 
tonic type 

S-36 61 7.7 schizophrenic reaction, none 
mixed type 

s-n 71 II psychosis with cerebral ane- none 
riosclerosis 

S-38 6t II mental defective, severe none 

S-39 45 7.1 schizophrenic reaction, cata- none 
tonic type 

S-4o s8 33 schizophrenic reaction, hebe- none 
phrenic type 

S-41 49 13 schizophrenic reaction, hebe- none 
phrenic type 

S-41 55 13 mental defective with none 
psychotic reaction 

S-43 47 11 schizophrenic reaction, hebe- phenothiazine 
phrenic type derivative 

S-44 64 JO schizophrenic reaction, cata- none 
tonic type 

Mean age: 51 Range: 14-74 years 
A1ean years of hospitalization: t6 Range: 1-37 years 

242 
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Procedure 

Experiment III started 30 days after the end of Exp II. During 
the preliminary period, jobs were rotated as much as possible among 

the patients. During the experiment, once a patient had signed up 
for a job, she could not change. 

The experiment lasted 6o days. During the first zo days (Phase 

I) the patients worked at the job assignments selecte~. During the 
next zo davs (Phase II) verbal instructions were read from a printed 

card by the attendant every day as follows: 

For the next few days you arc going to receive your tokens for this work 
before you go to worl<. In a sense, you'll be getting a vacation with pay. 
You'll get your tokens each day whether or not you work. Of course, we 
are very pleased with rour work and would lil<c you to continue worl<
ing; there will be no extra tokens for work. 

Each patient was given the same number of tokens as she had earned 
duri•lg the first 20 days. During Phase 111, the tokens were again 

made contingent upon performance of the on-ward assignment. The 

instructions read to the patient by the ward attendant were: 

The vacation with pay is over. From now on you will receive the tokens 
for this job after you have completed the job. 

On-\Vard Responses 

The on-ward jobs available to patients upon request involved 

duties required for the day-to-day functioning of the ward. Equiva

lent duties were typically performed by paid hospital personnel 

(attendants) on other wards. Table A-6 describes the jobs and 

shows the approximate duration and number of tokens available for 

each. All jobs were supervised by an attendant, in some cases to 

make sure that the token transactions at the commissary were ap

propriate and to provide an independent record of transactions, and 
in other cases, to mal<e sure a job was properly done. The av;lilable 

jobs were grouped in 11 major categories. 



Table A-6 

Types and Number of On-'VVnrd jobs 

Number 

Types of jobs 

Dietary assistant 
1, Kirchen Chores 

Patient assembles necessary supplies 

on table. Puts one ( 1 ) pat o f butter 

between two ( z) slices of bread for 

aU patients. Squeezes juice from fruit 

left over from 1nenls. Puts supplies 
away. Clearu; mblc used. 

2. Coffee Urn 
Patient assembles cleaning compound 

and implements. \ Vashcs five (5) gal

lon coffee urn using brush and 
cleaning compound. Rinses 1nside, 
washes and dries outside. Puts im

plements away. 
3· Ice Carrier 

Patient goes with :mendant to area 
adjacent to ward where ice machine 

is located caking along ten ( 1 o) gal

lon ice container. Scoops flaked ice 
from machine into container and 

carries it to the l<itchen. 

4· Shakers 
Patient assembles salt, sugar and 

empty shakers on t:tble, fills shakers 

and puts supplies :tway. 

5· Pots and Pans 
Patient runs water into sink, adds 

soap, washes :tnd rinses all pans used 

for each meal. Stacks pans and leaves 

them to be put through automatic 
dishwasher. 

6. Steam Table 

244 

Patient assembles cleaning supplies. 

vVashes and dries nil companments 
used for food. Cleans and dries our

side of table. Places all pans in proper 

place on steam table. 

of jobs Duration 

3 10 min 

IOtnin 

romio 

2 10 nun 

3 10 min 

3 romin 

Tokens 
paid 

1 

2 

1 

6 

5 

T able A-6 (continued) 

Types of jobs 
Number 
of jobs 

'7· Meal Server a 

Patient puts food imo proper com

panmems on steam table. Assemble$ 
paper napkins and silver on counter 

placed at beginning of serving line, 

puts tablecloths, napkins, salt ami 
sugar shakers on tables. Prepares 

proper beverage for each meal put

ting ice in glasses for cold beverages 
and drawing coffee from urn. Pre

pares proper utensils for dirty dishes 

and garbage. Dips food, places food 

and bever:~ge on trays. Gives patients 
their rrays. After the meal is over 

Dietary workers empty all leftover 
food and garbage, places all trays, 
glasses and silver used on cabinets 

re:~dy for the dishwasher. 
8. Dishwasher a 

Patient prepares dishwater, fills au
tomatic dishw:tsher. W:tShes dishes, 

silver and g!:tsscs. Oper:ttcs automatic 
dishwnsher, washes cabinets, sinks and 

tables and puts everything away. Pa

tient counts silver (knives, forks :tnd 

spoons) for all patients and places 

them rn containers ready for next 
meal. 

Vlaitress 

6 

9 

r. Meals 6 

Empties trays left on tables and 
washes tables bei:ween each of four 

(4) meal groups. 
1, Commissary 3 

Cleans tables, washes cups and glasses 
used at commissnry. Places cups and 

glasses in rack ready for automatic 
dishwasher. 

Duration 

6o min 

45 min 

romin 

1omin 

Tokens 
paid 
---

10 

'7 

1 

5 

UJ 

.. . 
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Table A-6 (continued) 

Types and Number of On-Ward Jobs 
Number 

Types of jobs 
Sales clerk assistant 

of jobs Duration 

1. Commissary • 3 
Assembl~s commissary items. Dis
plays candy, cigarettes, tobacco, cos
metics, dresses and other variety store 
items so that they can be seen by all. 
Prepares ice, glasses and cups for hot 
and cold beverages. Asks patient 
what she wishes to buy. Collects the 
tokens from patiem an·d tells the sec
retary the name of the patient and 
the amount spent. Puts commissary 
supplies away. 

Secretarial assistant 
1. Tooth Brushing n 

Assists with oral hygiene. Writes 
names of patients brushing teeth. 

1. Exercises D 1 

Assists recreational assistant with ex
ercises. Writes names of patients par
ticipating in exercises. 

3· Commissary a 3 
Assists sales clerk assistant. Writes 
names of patients at commissary, re
cords number of tokens patient spent. 
Totals all tokens spent. 

Ward cleaning assistant 
1. Halls and Rooms 14 

Sweep and mop floors, dust furniture 
and walls in seven rooms and hall. 

1. Special 
Cleans after incontinent patients. 

3· Dormitories a 

Supplies each of five dormitories with 
the necessary cleaning implements. 

3omin 

30 min 

3omin 

3omin 

3omin 

180 min 

Tokens 
paid 

3 

3 

5 

3 

4 

8 

Table A-6 (continued) 

Number 
Types of jobs of jobs 

Fills buckets with cleaning water and 
delivers bucket of water, broom, 
mop and dust pan to each dormi-
tory at a designated time. Picks up 
cleaning supplies and implements 
after a 30-min interval. 

Assistant janitor 
1. Supplies 

Places ward supplies in supply cabi
nets and drawers. 

1. Trash 3 
Carries empty soft drink bottles to 
storage area, empties waste paper 
baskets throughout the ward and 
carries paper to container adjacent 
to building. Carries mops usell dur-
ing the day outside to dry. 

3· Porch n 1 

Sweeps and washes walk adjacent to 
building. Washes garbage cans with 
soap and water. 

4• Washroom Janitor 
Obtains necessary cleaning supplies 
and implements from utility room. 
Cleans four wash basins and four toi
let bowls with cleanser and brush. 
Returns cleaning supplies and imple
ments to utility room. 

Laundry assistant 
1. Hose 

Match and fold clean anklets and 
stockings. 

1, Delivery 
Carries bags of dirty clothing and 
linens from ward to outside linen 
house adjacent to building. 

3· Folding n 1 

Folds and staclcs clean linens in neat 

,, ,.: 

Duration 

10min 

smin 

1omin 

1omin 

rsmin 

1omin 

30 rnin 

Tokens 
paid 

1 

2 

3 

1 

3 

247 



Table A-6 (continued) 

Types and Number of On-vVard jobs 

Number 
Types of jobs of jobs Duration 

stacks and calces it to the clothing 
room. 

+ Pick Up Service • 
Sorts diny clothing and linens and 
puts items into b:tgs marked for each 
item. 

Grooming assistant 
1. Clothing Care 

Patient sets up ironing board and 
iron. Irons clothing th:tt belongs to 
padencs ocher than self. Folds cloth
ing neatly. Returns ironed clothing, 
iron and ironing uuard to nurses sta
tion. 

1 . Personal H ygiene • 
Patient ral<es basket with grooming 
aids, gargle, p:tper cups, lipstick, 
comb, hairbrush and powder into 
patients' washroom. Patient stays 
with grooming basket and assists 
any who need help with their 
grooming before each meal. Returns 
grooming basket nfter the meal has 
ended. 

3· Oral Hygiene • 
Assembles toothpaste, toothbrushes, 
gargle solution and paper cups. Pours 
gargle into cups nnd dispenses tooth
paste or gargle co :.~11 p:.~cients. 

4· Personal " 
Patient assists selected patients who 
need ext ra aid with person:.1l groom
ing. 

5· Bath • 
Patient :.~ssists with baths, washing, 

2-18 

6o min 

15min 

3 6omin 

zomin 

30 min 

1 45 min 

Tokens 
paid 

8 

3 

3 

3 

4 

Table A-6 (continued) 

Number 
Types of jobs of jobs Duration 

shampooing and drying. Cleans rub 
after each llnth. 

6. Beauty Aids n JO min 
Assists in shampooing, sening and 
combing hair for patients who desire 
spcci:tl service. 

Recreational assistant 
r. \Valks n 

Assists ward staff when mlcing group 
of patienrs on walks. \!Valles in front 
of group. 

2. E: ... ercisc • 
Operates record player and leads pa
ricms in cxer·ciscs. 

3· Movie Projectionist 
Sets up movie projector and shows 
movie lO patients. Changes reels and 
rewinds tape. 

Special services 
r. Errands 

Leaves the ward on official errands 
throughout the hospital grounds, de
livering mcss~\ges and piclcing up sup
plies and records pertaining to the 
ward. 

1. Tour Guide 
Gives visitors a 15-min tour of the 
ward explaining about the activities 
and token systcn1. Answers visitors' 
questions about the ward. 

3· Nursing Assisr:tnt" 
Assists stall' with the preparation of 
patients to be seen b}' the medical 
doctor. Assists staff with the conrrol 
of undesired interaction between p:t
tients. 

10 min 

zo min 

90 min 

20 11\lrt 

•s min 

1 o min 

Tokens 
paid 

4 

3 

3 

10 

6 

10 

10 

1-IY 
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Table A-6 (continued) 

Types and Number of On-Ward Jobs 

Types of jobs 
Number 
of jobs 

Self -care activities 
r. Grooming 

Combs hair, wears: dress, slip, pant

ies, bra, stockings and shoes (three 

times daily). 
1. Bathing 

. Takes a bath at time designated for 

bath. (once weekly) 

3· Tooth Brushing 
Brushes teeth or gargles at the time 
designated fu r tooth brushing. (once 

daily) 
4· Exercises 

Participates in exercises conducted 
by the exercise assisr:mt. (twice daily) 

5· Bed Making · 
Makes own bed and clenns area 

around nntl under bed. 

a Job requires two or more patients for its completion. 

Tokens 
Duration ~ 

Dietary assistant. P:ttients helped distribute food, cle:m ;md 

maintain the ward kitchen, usually interacting socially with other 

patients. 
JV aitrers. Patients washed dishes, cups, and glasses, and cleaned 

dining room tables nfter meals and commissary. 

Sales clerk. Patients organized and arranged all the necessary 

items for exchange 2t commissary. This required considerable social 

skills since the clerk had to wait on patients, count the tokens re

ceived from each and interact appropriately with the commissary 

assistant to complete the job properly. 
Secreurrial assistant. Patients recorded the names of all patients 

attending a scheduled activity. This required skills such as following 

instructions, reading, writing, and sometimes, addition and subtrac

tion. Parienrs performing these jobs had to know every patient by 
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their last name. These jobs took place at a designated time and place 

under the continuous supervision of an attendant. 

Tfl nrd c/enniug nrsirtam. Patients supplied each dormitory with 

mops, buckets, and brooms so th:lt others could usc thetl1 to cle:1n 

rheir own rooms. They also swept and cleaned the w:~rd and helped 

ro care for a few patients who were incontinent. 

Assistn11t janitor. The patient cleaned and maintained the ward 

and adjacent area, using ordinary housekeeping skills. 

Laundry arsistaut. The patient: h<.:lped collect soiled l:~undry and 

supply and dimibute clean laundry. Skills in counti~g. folding linen, 

:~nd clothing in general are necessary for these jobs. 

Groomi11g assista1lt. Patients helped to wash, dress :1nd groom 

other patients. 
Recreatioua/ assistnut. Patients helped to supervise scheduled 

leisure activities. Social interaction with patients and skill in oper

nting a movie projector and record player arc necessary for the 

satisfactory performance of these johs. 
Special services. Patients went on errands, conducted tours for 

visitOrs, and helped to prepare other parienrs for nursing care. 

Self-care. The patient improved and maintained her own 

appearance and hygiene, wore clothing appropriately, w:1shed :tnd 

combed her hair, bathed, brushed her teeth, took part in light phys

ical exercises, and made her bed, cleaning the area ltcljacenc to it. 

The patients who helped in this were reinforced for helping. All 

patients could obtain tokens .for self-cnre. 

Approximately hnlf the jobs could be performed by one per

son; the other hnlf required cooperation among two or more per

sons. Tokens ;~vailable for each job depended on supply and de

mand. For example, the janitor work took 180 min each day, but 

received only eight tokens, since mnny patients were interested in 

this job. On the other hand, the dishwasher worked 45 min but 

earned '7 tokens, since fewer patients wnnted this job. 

Results 

Figure 4 presents the total hours of work performed by the 44 

patients during each of the 6o dnys, based upon the approximate 
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Figure 4 The Total Number of Hours of the \.•at-\Vard 
Performance by a Group of 44 Patients, Exp Ill 

duration of each job assignmenr as specified in Table 6, excluding 
self-care. 

During Days 1-20, about 45 hr were spent each day performing 
job assignments. On the first day that the tokens were not contin
gent upon performance, the amount of work decreased to about 35 
hr. On the third day, it decreased to about 20 hr, and by Day 36, 
had dropped to only 1 hr per day. When the tokens were again 
made contingent upon performance on Day 4'• the time spent on 
job assignments increased immediately to 45 hr, approximating the 
level during the first zo days. Performance was maintained at about 
45 hr for the next 20 days (Days 41-60). 
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Table A-7 shows that the responding of each patient decreased 
substantially \vhen the reinforcement was n_ot contingent on tl.le 
responses, and increased substantially when r_emforcement was ~gam 
contingent. This was not true for those patients who began With a 
zero level of performance. A near-zero level of performance of 

Table A-7 

Performance of the Patients After Response-Reinforcement 
Relations Were Altered (Exp Ill) 

Number of patients showing an 
increase in performance. 

Number of patients showing a 
decrease in performance. 

Number of patients showing zero 
minutes of performance. 

Total number of patients. 

From contingent 
to non-contingent 

reinforcement 

0 

8 

44 

Notc:-Based on the tenninal five days for each phase. 

From 
non-contingent 
to contingent 
reinforcement 

0 

8 

44 

eight patients was not altered by the. changes in the reinforcement 
contingency. The remaining 36 patients showed reduced perf~r
mance during the noncontingent reinfo~cement, and. a subsmntJal 
increase when the reinforcement was agam made contmgent. . 

Table A-8 shows the number of tokens earned and spent dur1ng 
rhe first 2o days of Exp III. The number received during ~ays 21-40 
and Days 4r-6o was very similar and is not shown. Dunng the ~o
day period about 21,ooo tokens were carne? ~nd spent, aver:t~~ng 
about soo per patient. The number earned w1th~n the z?·day >p~110d 
was rarely equal to the number spent for any g1ven pattenr .. 1 anents 
often accumulated large numbers of tokens to make a des1red ex-
change, and also would often lend or borrow tokens. . 

All patients earned and spent tokens. Of the 44 paoents, 36 
earned tokens from on-ward or off-ward assignments and for self-
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T able A-8 
Table A-8 (continued) 

Number of Tokens Earned ::tncl Spent by the 44 Patients Tol<ens earned for: 

Studied in Experiment III Off-ward On-ward T otal tokens Tokens 

Tokens earned for: 
Subject jobs jobs Self-care earned spent 

--s::o 00 48 39 87 12 I 

Off-ward On-ward T otal tokens Tokens 
Subject jobs jobs Self-care earned 

S-JI 00 00 s5 85 
spent S-37 00 00 85 ss 47 

S-7 1015 789 90 1894 1873 S-15 00 4 69 73 37 
S-2 8os 730 84 1619 2351 S- ro 00 00 44 44 3 
s-s 910 369 117 1396 999 S-.p 00 15 23 38 Jl 
S-3 1190 44 39 11 73 1794 S-29 00 00 36 J6 5 
S-8 980 120 92 1192 2!17 S-23 00 00 30 30 13 
S-1 910 191 81 11 81 1424 S-18 00 00 28 28 2 

S-9 00 IOJ2 142 11 74 1.189 S-41 00 00 15 15 
S-6 1050 00 66 11 16 938 Tnt:~ I R,190 9,560 3·11 7 10,967 11 ,419 
S-n 00 9H !!8 ro.p 753 Mean 1~6.14 217-]6 73· 11 476.61 486.79 
S-4 875 00 95 970 1165 Range: 0-1,190 0-I,OJl 7-143 15-1,!!94 1-21)51 
S-34 00 763 89 8p 741 
S-H 00 770 73 843 315 Notc;-Bascd on l'i1c fi rsr period of :o dnys of contir1gcnt reinforcement. 
S-16 455 269 93 817 995 
S-p 00 577 6) 640 553 care. Of these 36 patients, r8 earned more than 300 tokens, the other 
S-1 4 00 409 II J 522 117 If{ more th:m So. Eight patients earned tokens only for self-care. 
S-zt 00 392 14 416 169 They were rebrively unaffected by the reinforcement program in 
S-JO 00 196 123 319 12 1 

terms of job assignments. 
S-19 00 23 ! 83 314 310 
S-1 3 00 263 9 172 t66 Earnings for off-ward assignments accounted for almost half of 

S-33 00 2J2 ' 9 251 118 total earnings, whereas earnings for self-care accounted for only 

S-36 00 167 74 241 1]0 :~hour 15 per cent of the total. Although the reinforcement for self-

S-4o 00 126 90 21 6 673 care was initiated to maintain a minimum standard of cleanliness and 

S-17 00 108 96 204 237 personal hygiene, changes in the reinforcement contingencies pro-

S-39 00 141 43 184 21 1 duced no appreciable difference in self-care practices. The reduc-

S-38 00 68 115 l llJ 81 cion in self-care during rhe non-contingent reinforcement procedure 

S-27 00 91 90 181 337 wns no more than 1 o per cent. 
S-44 00 29 143 171 105 The patients' comments paralleled the change in their worl< 
S-1o 00 t62 7 169 70 performance. Several patients continued working during the first 
S-15 00 71 91 162 39 few days of non-contingent reinforcement and mnde statcmcms 
S-24 00 JS I ll 149 176 
S-18 00 JO 115 145 152 such ns: " I chink l'll work even if it is a vacation," or: "I want to 

S-11 00 91 49 140 86 help out here; there aren't enough people to do the work." Vee 

S- 16 00 40 67 107 74 during the successive deliveries of the co!cen reinforcement before 

S-11 00 00 89 89 87 cadi job with no extra tokens upon completion of the job, eac.:h 

254 
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2J6 The Token Economy 

patient gradually stopped performing the job assignments. A fre
quent comment during the latter stages of the non-contingent rein
forcement was: "I'm not going to do any work if I don't get any
thing for it." \tVhen an attendant encouraged one patient to work, 
the patient replied: "Not if I don't get any extras, I won't." 

Discussion 

The on-ward work was net maintained without contingent 
token reinforcement. Patients were sensitive to the response-rein
forcement relationship in spite of the fact that many had extremely 
low IQ's, a severe state of psychosis, and often a minimal level of 
verbal comprehension. The changes in verbal behavior paralleled 
those in Exp I and II. Although the patients frequently indicated 
that they had some intrinsic interest in their work, thev showed a 
fairly strong lack of interest if no additional tokens 'were to be 
provided. 

The change in the response-r~inforcement relationship was 
effective in decreasing or terminating the patients' previously rein
forced behavior. The need to maintain the response-reinforcement 
relationship was, therefore, general and not idiosyncratic to partic
ular patients. For the eight patients who began with no behavior, no 
decrease in performance could result from the non-contingent rein
forcement. Their only reinforced performances were in the self
care category. Howe\·er, the self-care behaviors for all patients did 
not change appreciably when the tokens were made non-contingent. 
The reason for this is not known. 

The present experiment, together with Exp II, demonstrated 
that reinforcement must be contingent upon desired performance, 
on-ward or off-ward, if the strength of that performance is to be 
maintained. 

EXPERIMENT IV 

The previous experiments attempted to ascertai, the effect of 
the token reinforcement procedure by delivering wkens for an 

Appe11dix: A Repri11t 2$7 

alternative non-preferred response or by delivering them indepen
dently of behavior. In this experiment, the tokens were removed 
from circulation while the events hitherto used for reinforcement 
were made freely available to the patients. The absence of tokens, 
combined with the free availability of reinforcers, approximates the 
usual manner in which mental hospital wards arc managed. 

After Exp III, the usual token reinforcement procedure was 
reinstated for approximately 45 days. Patients signed up for on
ward job assignments, and tokens were given immediately after the 
assignments \\'tre successfully completed. 

Patients 

Forty one of the 44 patients studied had also participated in Exp 
Ill. Of the remaining three patients in Exp HI, two had hcen dis
charged from the hospit:tl, and one had been transferred off the 
ward because of a chronic physical illness. Three new patients were 
added to the ward at least 2.1 days before Exp IV, sufficient time for 
them to function under the token reinforcement pr~cedure. Their 

Table A-9 

Age, Years of Hospitalization, Diagnosis and Drugs for the 
Three P:ttients \Vho Replaced S-3, S-7 and S-29 

During Experiment IV 

Years of 
hospital- Tranquilizing 

Subject Age ization Diagnosis drugs 

s-45 JI 1 schizophrenic reaction, phenoch iazinc 
chronic undifferentiated derivative 
type 

S-46 55 31 schizophrenic reaction, cata- phenothiazine 
tonic type derivative 

S-47 37 17 schizophrenic reaction, phenothh1zine 
mixed type deriv:lti\!e 

Note:-Sce Table 8 for information on the number of tokens received and 
spent by S-3, S-7 and S-19. 
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diagnosis, medication, and years of hospitalization are presented in 
Table A-9. It can be seen from this and Table A-5 that the charac
teriscics of the three new patients did not differ considerably from 
many of the other 41 patients. 

Procedure 

The present study was concerned with performance of the on
ward jobs described in T 3ble A-6. As in the previous experiments, 
the automatic job rotation procedure was discontinued for the dura
tion. 

The experiment lasted 45 days. During the first 15 days, the 
token reinforcement was given immediately upon satisfa<.:mry com
pletion of the performance, nnd the tokens could be exchanged for 
the various reinforcers. From Day 16 ro 30, nil toler•"'-; were removed 
from the ward, except for rhose in the personal possession of the 
patients. Upon completion of any job assignment no tokens were 
given to the patient. The various reinforcing events were made 
freely nvai lable to all patients, and tokens could not be used to 
obtain nny of the reinforcers. All patients could go on a wnlk, have 
private tnlks with rhc sraff, go to the dances and have their choice of 
the vnrious commissary items. On the first day that the tokens were 
disconrinued, the attend:ults gave the following instructions to each 
patient: 

For the next couple of weeks or so, we are going to have an inventory 
of all the tokens on the ward. This means that we are going to spend a 
lor of our ti111e counting all of the tokens that we have in our office. Dur
ing chis time we will nor be giving tokens for worl< on the ward, and 
also, there won't be any need for you to exchange tokens. Everyone will 
stay in the s:1me sleeping rooms :1nd che same e:~cing groups that they 
are in right now. If you have a grounds pass, you c:m keep using it with
out having co exchange tokens for it. Commissary items will be availnule 
free; so you won'r need any rolcens for that either. Now, it is up to you 
if you want to conrinuc working. We won't have :my rnl<ens ro give 
you for it. 

On Dny 3 r, the standard token reinforcement procedure was 
reinsmtcd, and the following instrucdons were given co ca<.:h pntient 
by the ward acrend:mt. 
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The inventory period is over. vVe have finished counting the tokens that 
we h:1cJ in our office. f.'rom now on you'll receive the usu:~l tokens as soon 
as you have completed your jobs. 

The job made available to each patient was the one she had before 
dle tokens were discontinued. 

Results 

Figure 5 shows the number of hours of work per day during 
the 45-day experimental period. For the first 15 days, under the 
usunl token reinforcement, about 45 hr of work was performed each 
day. \Vhile the token reinforcement was disconcinucd (Days r6-
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30), the hours of performance dropped rapidly to less than one

fourth the previous level, npparemly stabilizing at about 1 o or 1 1 hr 

per da~. On the 31st day, wh~n the token reinforcement procedure 

was reinstated, performance Increased immediately to its previous 

level of approximately 45 hr per day. 

Table A-10 

Performance of the Patients After Response-Reinforcement 

Relations ·were Altered (Exp IV) 

Number of patients showing an in

crease in performance. 
Number of padenrs showing :1 de

crease in pcrformnncc. 
Number of patients showing zero 

minutes of perfurm:tncc. 
Total number of patients. 

No token 
reinforcement 

0 

J6 

8 

44 

Note:-Bnsed on the terminal five days for each phase. 

Rcinst:ltcment 
of tol<cn 

reinforcement 

J6 

0 

8 
44 

Table A-10 shows that all 36 patients who had job assignments 

worked less when the tolcen reinforcements were discontinued. 

Eight patients had no job assignment. Although all 36 patients 

showed a decrease in performance when the tokens were discon

tinued, the magnitude differed among patients. Twenty-six of d1e 36 

patients performed 5 min or less of work ench day. Each of the 

other 10 patiems continued co work for an average of 6o min per 

day. This group frequently commented that they preferred to per

form some work despite the absence of tokens, since there was 

"nothing else to do". 
Table A-ro also shows that when the coken reinforcement pro

cedure was reinstated, all 36 patients who had been working in

creased their performance. 

Appendix: A Reprint 

Discussion 

The virtually complete elimination of the tol<ens from the ward 

reduced performance of all patients. These result'>, together with 

rhe findings of Exp l, Jr, and nr, show that the tolcen reinforcement 

procedure was indeed effective in rnaintnining performance as com

pared with either reinforcement for an altern:ttive response, tol<en 

reinforcement independent of responses, or no token reinforcement. 

One puzzling aspect of the results was that performance did not 

reach the near-zero level in the complete absence of tokens as it hnd 

in Exp lll, when tokens were delivered independently of behavior. 

Ten patients out of 36 cominued working in the absence of tokens, 

albeit at a reduced level. The patients' comments suggested that 

St<tff-patient interaction during the exchange of tokens might have 

he en an important consideration. In E."p 1 I I, patients may have been 

receiving some type of !)Ocial reinforccrmnt when the ward acten

clanr gave them the tokens. In the present experiment, however, no 

such reinforcement could ralce place because the procedure elimi

nated token transactions. It is possible that rhe absence of social 

interaction with the attendants during token transaction deprived 

the patients of social reinforcement. Tn an attempt to obtain it they 

performed their job assignments. The joh :tssignmems were super

vised by an attendant and always involved some patient-attend:mt: 

interaction. vVhatever the nature of rhe reinforcement:, there did 

seem ro exist some level of unc.:ontrollcd reinforcement for these ro 

patients to continue to perfMm their jo\1 assignments. This con

tinued performance in the absence of token reinforcement provided 

an excellent opportunity to ascertain the strength of this uncon

trolled reinforcement. 

EXPERIMENT V 

Ten patiencs from Exp IV had been freely selecting job assign

ments each day without imerruprion for a period of 45 days. This 
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experiment examined whether the token reinforcement procedure 
would be strong enough to cause the patients to discontinue their 
long-scnnding preferred job assignment and to select a non
preferred job. The general procedure was similar to that used in 
Exp I, which was concerned with the off-ward rather than on-ward 
job assignments. The patient was given a choice between the pre
ferred job, which provided few tokens, and a non-preferred job that 
provided a large number of tokens. 

Patients 

The 10 patients from Exp IV who had continued with their 
preferred job assignment in the absence of token reinforcemenr 
were used. Table A-1 1 shows their psychiatric classification, age, 
years of hospitalization, and tranquilizing medication. Nine were 
classified :1s schizophrenic and one :~s mem:~l defective. The average 
age was 56 and the avcr:1gc duration of continuous hospitalization 
was 15 years. Seven of the patients received no tranquilizers; the 
other three received phenothiazine derivatives on a maintenance 
dosage. 

Procedure 

Immediately after Exp IV, the token reinforcement procedure 
was reinstated for :lit 44 p:nicnts for the job assignmem each patient 
httd been performing at the stare of Exp IV. For the 10 patients 
considered here. a choice \\':IS offered between chis preferred iob 
anJ u second, non-prdcrrcd job ch:tt required an equi,:alem amoum 
of rime. One token wns provided for performing ch,. non-preferred 
job whereas an average of 83 tokens was provided 1ur the preferred 
job. On the seventh day the tol<en contingencies were reversed. On 
the 13th day the tokc11 contingencies were returned to the originaJ 
status. The totnl experimental period was 18 days. The pnticnts were 
told the number of tokens each day as they signed up for their job 
nssignments and were offered a choice of one or the other job 
:~ssignmcnt, never both. The ward attendants informed patients 
verbally of the changing number of tokens for the two assignmentS. 
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Table A-11 

Age, Years of Hospitalization, Diagnosis and Drugs for the 
· 10 Patients Studied in Experiment V 

Subj~cc 

""s·s 

S·9 

S·IJ 

S· I.J 

S- 17 

S-u 

S-p 

S·H 

S·JS 

5·4° 

Age 

72 

65 

s6 

ss 

45 

59 

46 

39 

6l 

ss 

Years of 
hospital
ization 

8 

21 

7 

10 

4 

16 

10 

29 

33 

Diagnosis 

schjzophrenic reaction, para
noid rype 

schizophrenic reaction, para
noid type 

schizophrenic reaction, para
noid rype 

schizophrenic renction, 
mixed type 

me mal ucf cctive, severe with 
psychotic reaction 

schizophrenic reaction, 
chronic undiiT crcmiatccl 
rype 

schizophrenic reaction, para
noid type 

schizophrenic reaction, helle
phrenic type 

schizophrenic reaction, cata
tonic type 

schizophrenic reaction, hebe
phrenic type 

,\lcnn age: 56 Range: 39-71 yc:~rs 
.\lc:an years of hospitaliz.'ltion: 15 Range: 1-33 years 

Tranquilizing 
drugs 

phenothiazine 
derivative 

none 

none 

none 

none 

none 

phenothiazine 
derivative 

phenothiazine 
derivative 

none 

none 

During Phase I the instructions given to each of the patients, indi
vidually, were: 

As you lcnow we have patients who would \ike to change joiJs from time 
w time. This week we have several people who are interested in the snmc 
joh you're doing. Since we want to be fair, we would like to give yolt 
the choice to l<cep your job or to get another job. Now you should \mow 
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that your present job will pay So tokens. We have a second job which is 

----• and that pays one tol<cn. Which do you want? 

During Phase II, the instructions given to each patient were 

modified as follows to indicate the chnnge in the number of tokens 

offered: 

. your present job will pay one token. We have a second job which 

IS that pays So tokens. \Nhich one do you want? 

During Phase Ill, the procedure reinstated the greater token 

reinforcement for the preferred job and the smaller one for the non

preferred job. 

Results 

Figure 6 shows the duration of performance on the preferred 

and non-preferred job assignments for nine of the 10 patients. The 

tenth patient is considered separately. For the first six days these 

nine patients worked exclusively on the preferred job, which earned 
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the larger number of tokens. On Day 7• when the larger number of 

rol<ens was earned on the non-preferred job assignment, the nine 

patients worked exclusively on the non-preferred job for Days 7-

ti. On Day 13, when the larger number of rokens was again earned 

by the preferred assignment, these pariencs immediately selected the 

preferred jobs and continued on them for the duration of the experi

ment . 
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The tenth patient continucu working on the preferred job with 

the smaller number of tokens from Day 7-12. (See Figure 7) On 

Day 13, she chnnged to the non-preferred job. During an nddicional 

five days in which the preferred job earned fewer tokens, this pn

cient continued to select the non-preferred job with its larger 

number of tokens. On Day 19, the contingency was reversed. The 

patient immediately selected the preferred job assignment :md con

tinued with it for the duration of the experirnent. 

Discussion 

All patients discontinued their preferred job despite n long

standing preference. Both jobs were of the same dumrion, and hoth 

. . 

~~--------------.-------~~--... ~··"---~ 
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provided the opponunity for social reinforcement associated with 

the token exchange. The choice of jobs was determined by the 
relative number of tokens, and not by any reinforcement intrinsic 

to the job. 

EXPERIMENT VI 

Experiments 1-V found that performance was reduced or elim

inated when the response-reinforcement relationship was changed, 

and returned when the response-reinforcement was reinstated. In 
each case, the change in the response-reinforcement relationship was 

indicated by the ;lttcndant's spoken instructions to the patients. 

Orally conveyed instructions are difficult to standardize. They may 

convey some unintended cue. The attendant's intonation or facial 

expression may lead the parient ro believe that she should. stop or 
Start working. rJ he present experiment attempted tO rcpltcate the 
procedure of Exp I with a similar number of patients, using written, 
rather than spukcn, conununicarion. 

Patients 

The five patients in this experiment had participated in Exp I. 
Of the other three patients in Exp I, one had a heart condition that 

precluded a full day's work, and the other two had been discharged 

from the hospital. 

Procedure 

The presenr experimenr was conducted two months after E.'<p 
V and lasted 1 5 d;1ys. E:tch patient was given a choice of job assign

menrs t)'ped on the assignment sheet, which she carried when re

poning to her assignment ench moming. The assignment sheet told 
the patient where ro report and the number of tokens that would be 

earned for that job. One of the assignments was the preferred job as 
ascertained by the patient's selection during the preceding two-

. . 
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week period. The second job was of equivalent duration but had not • 
been selected by the patient during the preceding two weeks. For 

Days 1-5, 70 tokens could be earned for the preferred job assign
ment and none for the non-preferred job assignment. For Days 

6-10, no tokens were listed for the preferred, 70 for the non

preferred job. On days 1 1-15, the numbers were again reversed. At 

the time each patient picked up her assignment sheet from the 

nurse's station in the morning, she notified the attendant of her 

selection; the attendant recorded the information but did not reply 

in nnv wav. \Vhcn che patient asked the :mend:mt \vhat the ch:lllgc 
in n~mbe;s meant, the attendallt replied, "vVhatever it says on the 

a~ignment sheet." 

Results 

The results were almost identical to those of Exp T. All five 

patients discontinued the preferred job when tokens were reduced 
from 70 to o. A II resumed working at the preferred job when the 
number of rolcens for that job was returned to 70. The shift in 
perform:mce was immediate for four of the five pntiems. The 11fth 
patiem did not notice that the number of tokens had chnt~ged, and 

on the sixth day completed a full day's work. After she d1scovercd 

1 hat no role ens were scheduled fo r that job, she selected rhe non

preferred job assignment. On the 11th day, all patients immedi:ltely 

!thifted to the job assignment that earned 70 tokens. 

Discussion 

Oral instructions played no major role in determining the 

choice of jou assignment. Even when the change in the number of 
rokens was indicated only in written numerical form, the change in 

performance was immediate and complete. It must be concluded, 

therefore, that the choice of jobs ns well ns the degree of per
formance was governed by the token reinforcement procedure and 

not by the oral instructions of the :mendants. This finding agrees 
with previous results (Ayllon and Azrin, 1964) which showed that 
instructions had no enduring or consistent effect in modifying :HI:lp-
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tive behavior of chronic mental patients unless the instructions were 
accompanied by favorable consequences for following them. Yet it 
would be incorrect to assume that verbal instructions were unneces
sary. The same study showed that instructions provided important 
discriminative stimuli for initiating behavior: "By utilizing the exist
ing verbal repertoire of humans, the instructions elminate the 
necessity of arduous and impractical shaping procedures such as 
must be used with animals" (Ayllon and Azrin, p. 330). For this 
reason the present reinforcement program used verbal instructions 
wherever possible to initiate behavior that could then be reinforced. 

CONCLUSION 

The results of the six experiments demonstrate that the rein
forcement procedure was effective in maintaining desired perfor
mance. In each experiment, the performance fell to a near-zero level 
when the established response-reinforcement relation was discon
tinued. On the other hand, reintroduction of the reinf~>rcement pro
cedure restored performance almost immediately anu m:tintained it 
at a high level for as long as the reinforcement procedure was in 

effect. The reinforcement procedure effectively maintained per
formance both on and off the experimental ward. The standard 
procedure for reinforcement had been to provide tokens contingent 

upon the desired performance and to allow exchange of the tokens 
for a variety of reinforcers. Performance decreased when this re
sponse-reinforcement relation was disrupted ( 1) by delivering 
tokens independently of the response while still allowing exchange 
of tokens for the reinforcers (Exp II and HI), (2) by discontinuing 
the token system entirely but providing continuing access to the 
reinforcers (Exp IV), or ( 3) by discontinuing the delivery of 
tokens for a previously reinforced response while simultaneously 
providing tokens for a different, alternative response (Exp I and 
VI). Further, the effectiveness of the reinforcement procedure did 
not appear to be limited to an nil-or-none basis. Patients selected and 
performed the assignment that provided the larger number of 
tokens when reinforcement was available for more than one assign

ment (E-'"P V). 

AjJpe~~tiix: A Reprim 269 

A major problem in designing the reinforcement procedure was 
to discover reinforcers for chronic mental patients. The principle 
adopted was to use as reinforcers the opportunity to engage in 
behaviors that already existed in high strength. Tlus allowed wide 
differences in personal preferences and changing interests. Such di
verse events as leave from the ward, a personal screen for privacy, 
an extra opportunity to speak with the chaplain, choice of chair, 
etc., have never before been systematically utilized in p:ttient treat
ment. Yet the frel)Uency of usage of these events indicates that they 
constitute a relatively strong, albeit untapped, source of motivation 
for mental patients. 

Since the reinforcers were based on exJstmg behavior, the 
number of reinforcing evems for a given patient depended on that 
patient's level of existing behavior. For the great m:1jority of these 
patients, behaviors of some sort could be identified and programmed 
as a reinforcer. Table A-8 shows that half of the patients expended 
more than 200 tokens and as many as z.p>o tokens within zo d;tys. 
For these patients, the reinforcers were being actively and contin
ually used as a means of motivation. Eight paticms, who expended 
fewer than 50 tokens within zo days, all earned by self-care rather 
than from j;,b assignments, were r~lativcly una IT e~tell by the rein
forcement procedure. Statistical comparison of them with the other 
patients revealed no difference in diagnosis or age. It appears that 

their failure to modify hehnvior appreciably stemmed from the rela
tive absence of any strong behavior patterns that could be used as 
reinforcers. The only two behaviors that existed in strength were 
sleeping and eating. The present progmm did not attempt to control 
the availability of food. This action may have to he considered in 
future research in order to rehabilitate patients with such an 
extreme loss of behavior. Such patients appear to he a r:trity under 
current methods of hospital treatment. The long-term hospitaliza
tion of these patients ( ro-zo years) may have extinguished many 
behavior patterns that existed at the time of initial hospitalization, a 
loss that has been described elsewhere as disculturation (Goffm;m, 
1961; Sommer and Osmond, 1961). The favorable results obtnined 
with the other patients suggest that adjustive behavior might have 
been created with these behaviomlly debilitated patients if the 
present type of procedure had been initiated earlier when so:ne 
behavior patterns were still intact. 

The primary function of the tokens was to bridge the delay 

. . 
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between the response and the delivery of the reinforcement. The 

tokens also provided an objective record of reinforcement delivery 

and permitted an objective check by the supervising personnel on 

the appropriate occurrence of the conditioned reinforcement pro

cedure. Also, the attendants did not have to be concerned about 

voice tone or facial expression as they would if they were delivering 

a social or verbal type of reinforcement. From the patient's point of 

view, the token provided an unambiguous indication of approval 

independent of the attendant's particular mood or whim at the time 

of delivery. Further, the token procedure eliminated the need to 

discover what reinforced the patient when the response occurred. It 

was necessary only to deliver the tokens and allow the patient com

plete self-expression of her individual preferences at a later time 

when the token could be exchanged for a wide variety of different 

reinforcers ( F erster, 1961). Most important, the objectivity of the 

procedure guaranteed that the patient would be reinforced even for 

minimally useful responses, thereby freeing the attendants and the 

staff from the need to define what was "normal" or worthy of being 

rewarded. 
The effectiveness of the reinforcement program was not re

stricted by any identifiable trait or characteristic of the p;ttients. 

The primary limitation was the patient who had lost almost all 

behavior. Age had no discernible limit on effectiveness. Subjects' 

ages ranged from 14-74 years. Nor was IQ a limitation. Three 

mental defectives were treated (including one Mongoloid) as well 

as many high school graduates and one college graduate. No partic

ular type of diagnosis proved to be especially restrictive; the diag

nosis included manic-depression, paranoid schizophrenia, and one 

diagnosis of brain disorder attributable to syphilitic encephalitis. 

Length of hospitalization of the patients was as little as one year and 

as long as 37 years. 
A fundamental objective of the present research was to develop 

methods that enable mental patients co function independently and 

effectively. The degree of success achieved raises practical questions 

of how this type of treatment program relates to therapeutic objec

tives, administrative fcasibilitv, cost, etc. A discussion of adminis

trative implications will be p~esented elsewhere. The present report 

is primarily concerned with theoretical rationale, methodological 

principles, and experimental findings. 

Appendix: A Reprim 27/ 

There is growing evidence of the general applicability of this 

social reinforcement program. It has been <tdopted with almost no 

change by Spradlin (personal communication) at Parsons St<tte 

Hospiral for use with mentally retarded children. Similarly, this 

progrmn has been adopted with slight changes by L. Krasner (per

sonal communication) at a VA mental hospital for use with male 

:Hlult psychotics and with more extensive changes by H. Cohen 

(personal communication) for use with juvenile delinquents at the 

National Training School for Boys. 
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